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1. Abstract
This paper presents a conceptual metadata framework intended to support the development of interoperable metadata standards and applications. The model rests on the fundamental concept of an “abstract model” for metadata, as exemplified by the DCMI Abstract Model, and is based on concepts and ideas that have developed over the years within the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative.

The model thus incorporates the concepts of metadata vocabularies, schemas, formats and application profiles into a single framework that can be used to analyse and compare metadata standards, and aid in the process of harmonization of metadata standards. In this paper, the model is used to compare the Dublin Core metadata standard and the IEEE LOM standard. Some fundamental differences between the two standards are discussed briefly, and important gaps in the current set of Dublin Core metadata specifications are noted.

2. Background
The publication of the DCMI Abstract model (DCAM) (Powell et al, 2005) in March 2005 marked a major milestone for the Dublin Core community and the DCMI. In developing the DCAM, the DCMI has shown its intention to gradually move away from dealing primarily with the “core” set of terms, moving instead to dealing primarily with community-specific application profiles, each defined within a common framework...
Within such a framework, metadata terms from different and independent communities can coexist, allowing for a controlled mix-and-match of community- and application-specific metadata constructs.

This framework of the DCMI is still not formalized, even if considerable experience and documentation regarding the necessary components of such a framework have been collected over the years. It is the intention of this paper to introduce an overarching model to describe the components of this framework, to serve as a possible basis for further formalization, and to highlight the strong and weak points of the current situation.

The model proposed in this paper is also intended to serve as a guide to understanding the conceptual relationships between the structures of the many different metadata standards currently in use. We will demonstrate this by using the model as a tool to compare the structure of the Dublin Core metadata framework with the IEEE LOM standard. Although the model has its origins in the Dublin Core metadata framework, we believe the model has a substantially more general applicability.

This attempt at designing a framework share some features with the Warwick framework (Lagoze, 1996), although that framework had more to do with packaging of metadata than with interoperability within metadata descriptions. The RDF suite of specifications, however, follow a more similar pattern to the framework presented here.

### 3. Components of the Framework

In this section, a set of components of a framework for Dublin Core metadata are presented: the abstract model, metadata formats, metadata vocabularies, the vocabulary model, application profiles and the profile model. Not all of these components correspond to existing formalized concepts or recommendations, but represent abstractions based on current usage of Dublin Core metadata and on current directions in metadata interoperability.

#### 3.1 The abstract model

The abstract model specifies the concepts used in the framework, the nature of terms and how they combine to form a metadata description. The abstract model is the key used by a metadata application to unlock the secrets of a metadata expression given in a specific format, thus making it possible for a single standard, though expressed in several different formats, to still be understood in a uniform way by users and applications. An early effort to produce such framework for Dublin Core was presented in Bearman, Miller, Rust, Trant and Weibel (1999).

Basing metadata on an abstract model carries a number of important benefits

- Clear guidelines on how to create and maintain customized metadata vocabularies. There is currently some confusion on how to best produce vocabularies, much due to the differing fundamental principles for vocabularies in the different metadata standards.
Fine-grained control over relationships between terms from different standards, including refinement and partial mappings. Automation of interoperable metadata management systems will be greatly improved, and metadata vocabularies will be able to build upon each other.

A single set of format bindings. Contrast this with the current situation, which requires every metadata standard to have its own set of format bindings. This will make life easier not only for metadata standardization bodies, but also for applications that will only need to support one format.

A single framework for extending and combining metadata from different standards. This will enable standardized principles for the construction of interoperable application profiles.

A single storage and query model for very different types of data and vocabularies. For example, storing metadata from different specifications in the same database will become more straightforward. Implementing searching that includes dependencies between metadata expressed in different schemas will be simplified.

The DCMI Abstract Model was published in March 2005, as a substantial reformulation and clarification of the “DCMI Grammatical Principles” (DCMI Usage Board, 2003).

3.2 Metadata Formats

Metadata exchange is usually performed using one of several metadata formats or bindings. A binding is constructed by specifying how each kind of concept in the abstract model is to be encoded in a particular format. Conversely, the binding also specifies how to interpret data given in a specific format in terms of the abstract model. For example, when interpreting a metadata record that uses the Dublin Core XML binding, an XML element called “dcterms:modified” used in a particular place in the XML document represents a property, and the value “dcterms:W3CDTF” of a particular XML attribute represents a syntax encoding scheme for the value string “2001-07-18” occurring as XML content in a particular position.

This fundamental process of encoding/interpretation is described in Figure 1. Application A uses the DCMI Abstract Model to represent some metadata about a resource. This metadata is encoded using the Dublin Core XML binding, and transferred...
to another application. Application B will use the rules of the Dublin Core XML binding to interpret the XML data in terms of the DCMI Abstract Model. This representation of the metadata can then be used in the application.

When two applications want to exchange Dublin Core metadata, they understand metadata through the lens of the abstract model. The abstract model functions as an opaque interface, an API, to the metadata. In practice, the exchange is realized using one of the Dublin Core bindings, but the details of the formats are of no interest to the applications, which instead analyse the metadata in terms of the interface given by the abstract model.

Note that it is possible to produce applications that process metadata without regard to the abstract model. Such ad-hoc processing of metadata records requires that the precise content of the records is well-known in advance, which is the case in many systems where extensibility, modularity and refinements are not design requirements. In contrast, the kind of interoperable processing based on the abstract model described above is necessary when an application needs to be prepared for metadata constructs that do not fall within the limits of such a precise, pre-conceived description. Thus, it should be clear that interoperable processing is a basic prerequisite for metadata interoperability.

3.3 Metadata Vocabularies

In a metadata standardization framework supported by a common abstract model, the work of defining new metadata terms is much reduced. As the “grammatical structure” of metadata descriptions is already laid down, the only thing needed is to fill the abstract model with specific terms.

The main benefit of developing vocabularies in a common framework is that reuse across standards will be much simpler. As an example, many elements in the LOM standard are not specific to learning, and have similar counterparts in other standards. If they were defined to fit a common framework, the LOM elements would be made into a fully-fledged element vocabulary capable of being extended, refined and semantically annotated. The semantic relationships to terms in these other standards can be made explicit and machine-processable.

The notion of a metadata “vocabulary” is somewhat ambiguous and is used differently in different standards. In Dublin Core metadata, a vocabulary can be one of two things:

1. A value vocabulary, consisting of concepts from a controlled set as specified by a vocabulary encoding scheme. For example, the “dcterms:LCSH” vocabulary encoding scheme refers to the vocabulary formed by the set of Library of Congress subject headings.

2. An element vocabulary, consisting of a set of metadata properties together with their definitions. For example, the Dublin Core Element Set, consisting of the 15 original Dublin Core elements (dc:title, dc:subject, etc.), is such a vocabulary.

Element vocabularies and value vocabularies have fundamentally different characteristics. While value vocabularies are used to construct taxonomies and thesauri
that describe relationships between concepts in terms of broader/narrower, containment etc, element vocabularies are used to construct application profiles, schemas and ontologies that describe how metadata instances are to be constructed.

3.4 The Vocabulary Model

In order to do define machine-processable vocabularies for use in the framework, a language for describing metadata vocabularies is necessary. Such a vocabulary language and its corresponding *vocabulary model* specifies how element and value vocabularies should be described in order to conform to the abstract model.

The Dublin Core Vocabulary model has not yet been formalized, but embryos such as Baker (2003) exist. DCMI has a history of using RDF Schema (Brickley et al 2004) as a basis for its machine-readable term declarations, which is useful for describing both element and value vocabularies.

3.5 Application Profiles

Implementers of metadata standards should be able to assemble the components that they require for some particular set of functions - and if that means drawing on components that are specified within different metadata standards, that should be possible – safe in the knowledge that the assembled whole can be interpreted correctly by independently designed applications. Duval et al (2002) employ the metaphor of the Lego set to describe this process: an application designer should be able to “snap together” selected “building blocks” drawn from the “kits” provided by different metadata standards to build the construction that meets their requirements, even if the kits that provide those blocks were created quite independently.

Heery and Patel (2000) present a compelling vision of metadata implementers “mixing and matching” “data elements”, constructing application profiles by selecting from the sets of “data elements” provided by metadata standards and by other implementers. Such application profiles are fundamental to a modern metadata framework.

Application profiles may contain specifications of the related descriptions of several kinds of related resources, such as a collection, the items it consists of and the associated contributors. Thus, such a specification is a multi-layered structure of some complexity, that can not, in general, be captured by a flat list of properties.

3.6 Profile Model

A common model for expressing application profiles will be a necessary building block for the construction of reusable application profiles. The model must not be tied to a specific metadata format, but must operate at the level of the abstract model, so that the application profile can be reused in all metadata formats.

Promising work on machine-processable application profiles can be seen in, e.g., “Guidelines” (2005). There are also other initiatives for such frameworks, but none are yet in widespread use.
3.7 Model diagram
The relationships between these concepts are depicted in Figure 2.

4. Implications for Metadata Standards
In light of the presented model, it seems clear that the current use of the term “metadata standard” or “metadata schema” will need refinement. These terms are often used interchangeably to describe one of the following:

- The overarching abstract model standard. This will also include a specification for how to express the semantics of vocabularies adhering to the abstract model (the vocabulary model) as well as a specification for how to express application profiles in a machine-processable way (the profile model).

- Metadata format specifications. These will include bindings of the abstract model to a set of formats and systems, including XML, database layouts, programming languages, etc., as well as translations or mappings to other knowledge representation systems such as RDF. Such specification are closely tied to the abstract model.

- Metadata vocabularies. These will include metadata terms from different communities. The Dublin Core terms, the LOM elements and so on are examples of metadata element vocabularies, and a large set of value vocabularies also fit into this category.

- Application profiles. These will specify usages of metadata vocabularies in complex combinations.

4.1 Reusing “Elements” Across Metadata Standards
The CORES Resolution (Baker and Dekkers, 2002), which has been signed by both the IEEE LTSC and the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, encouraged the owners of metadata standards to assign URI references to their “elements”, the “units of meaning comparable and mappable to elements of other standards”, but it did not specify what “comparable and mappable” meant. As a consequence the owners of different standards assigned URIs to "elements" that are created within different abstract models and uses metadata formats that rely on those incompatible abstract models for their meaning and interpretation. The assignment of a URI to an "element" means that it can be
unambiguously cited, but it does not change the nature of the "element": and it does not mean that it is meaningful to use a URI for a LOM element as, e.g., a property URI in a Dublin Core metadata description. Similar incompatibilities have been noted between, e.g., RDF and MPEG-7 (van Ossenbruggen, Nack and Hardman, 2004 and Nack, van Ossenbruggen and Hardman, 2005).

The analysis in Nilsson et al (2006) shows that we must not confuse the components used in a metadata format and the constructs in the abstract model. The components in a metadata format, such as "element URIs" may seem to be similar and compatible, but in reality they belong to completely different frameworks that might not be compatible.

Thus, the notion of reusing "elements” between metadata standards and formats using incompatible frameworks is fundamentally flawed. While assigning URIs for the component parts of a metadata standard is clearly a worthwhile effort in other ways, this does not really address the fundamental issue when creating interoperable metadata standards, namely the compatibility of their respective frameworks, and in particular, their abstract models.

In conclusion, we see that in order to reuse components of different standards in a machine-processable way, the following criteria must be met:

1. The components must be unambiguously identified, so that components from different sources can be clearly distinguished and their origins can be separated. This is addressed by the CORES resolution.
2. The components must adhere to compatible abstract models. There is currently no resolution to address this, although the Dublin Core – IEEE Memorandum of Understanding (“Memorandum”, 2000) points in this direction.
3. A metadata format must be used that allows for consistent interpretation of the components with respect to their respective abstract models.

It should be clear that using a common metadata framework like the one described above would fulfil these requirements.

5. Applying the framework to LOM, Dublin Core and the Semantic Web

Trying to understand what parts of the presented model exists in Dublin Core today, and comparing that to IEEE LOM, we arrive at the following table. Note that by “Dublin Core framework” we refer to the complete set of DCMI specifications, and similarly for LOM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework concept</th>
<th>Dublin Core framework</th>
<th>LOM framework</th>
<th>Semantic Web framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Model</td>
<td>DCMI Abstract Model</td>
<td>Implicit in LOM Data Model</td>
<td>RDF Concepts and Abstract Syntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Formats</td>
<td>XML, RDF and HTML bindings</td>
<td>XML binding</td>
<td>RDF/XML syntax, N-triples, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Element</td>
<td>DCMES, large set of external properties and</td>
<td>LOM Data Model includes element</td>
<td>Many external element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabularies</td>
<td>encoding schemes</td>
<td>vocabulary, various extensions to LOM</td>
<td>vocabularies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A few comments on this table:

Not all parts are formalized. The DCMI is slowly progressing towards formalizing the complete abstract framework, including abstract model, vocabulary model and profile model. Similar efforts are not under way in LOM.

The most mature parts are certainly value vocabularies, where many external sources exist. Dublin Core metadata element vocabularies are also relatively mature. To some extent, and to some extent application profiles have some maturity, even though there is still a certain amount of confusion in the community regarding the precise nature of an application profile.

In spite of the existence of many application profiles and metadata vocabularies, no formal model is usually followed in their design.

LOM has a very weak notion of element vocabularies, as noted in Nilsson et al (2006), that does not support URI identification of elements.

The LOM Data Model defines, in a single standard, both an abstract model (implicitly, at least), a metadata element vocabulary, a set of metadata value vocabularies, and a basic application profile. This is one way of expressing the well-known “monolithic” nature of the LOM standard.

In short, the above table can be used to analyse and compare metadata standards, and understand how they relate to different aspects of the Dublin Core universe.

6. Looking Forward

We have presented an overarching interoperability framework for metadata standards, based on the implicit structure of Dublin Core metadata standardization. By applying the framework to LOM and Dublin Core metadata, we learn about differences between the metadata standards and deficiencies in their respective frameworks.

The authors believe that the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative would be greatly helped by applying this understanding to improve its documentation and vision of metadata interoperability. In particular, a high-level framework for Dublin Core metadata has not been proposed since the Warwick framework, and it is now time to revisit the overall structure of metadata standardization. Luckily, as the analysis shows, there is some
coherency in the current set of DCMI specifications, though much of it remains implicit. Another issue is that of interoperability with other metadata standards. The authors have little hope that deep integration between metadata standards can be made a reality unless they adhere to a common framework. Unfortunately, a thorough analysis shows (Nilsson et al, 2006) that there are fundamental incompatibilities between frameworks such as the LOM framework and that of Dublin Core. On the other hand, the framework of RDF and the semantic web share many features with Dublin Core, and advanced interoperability between those frameworks has already been demonstrated.

The authors therefore argue that the long-term solution is to proceed towards a shared metadata framework. Having all metadata standards expressed using a common abstract model, or at least using compatible abstract models, would greatly increase interoperability in several ways. It would also create a natural separation between the specification of the structure of metadata descriptions and the declaration of metadata terms used within that structure, so that both LOM vocabularies and Dublin Core vocabularies would appear as metadata vocabularies within that one structure.

There are already initiatives to develop a common abstract model that covers both LOM and Dublin Core, but unfortunately it seems to be impossible to arrive at such a model without re-engineering at least one standard to retrofit it to the new abstract model, which naturally is a major undertaking. But it seems clear that this is the only long-term solution to the interoperability problems we have seen here. Reaching out to embrace the other important metadata standards, such as MODS, MPEG-7 and the IMS set of standards is then the logical next step. In addition, great care must be taken to ensure that such an abstract model does not conflict with the emerging metadata format for the Web: RDF.

The basis of the envisioned metadata standardization framework is the abstract model. The incompatibilities of abstract models are the most significant stumbling blocks for metadata interoperability. The development of a common abstract model for metadata is therefore of central importance if we are ever going to experience true metadata interoperability.
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